Neuroimaging in infants with congenital cytomegalovirus infection and its correlation with outcome: emphasis on white matter abnormalities
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ABSTRACT
Objective To evaluate the association between neuroimaging and outcome in infants with congenital cytomegalovirus (cCMV), focusing on qualitative MRI and quantitative diffusion-weighted imaging of white matter abnormalities (WMAs).

Methods Multicentre retrospective cohort study of 160 infants with cCMV (103 symptomatic). A four-grade neuroimaging scoring system was applied to cranial ultrasonography and MRI acquired at ≤3 months. WMAs were categorised as multifocal or diffuse. Temporal-pole WMAs (TPWMAs) consisted of swollen or cystic appearance. Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values were obtained from frontal, parieto-occipital and temporal white matter regions. Available follow-up MRI at ≥6 months (N=14) was additionally reviewed. Neurodevelopmental assessment included motor function, cognition, behaviour, hearing, vision and epilepsy. Adverse outcome was defined as death or moderate/severe disability.

Results Neuroimaging scoring was associated with outcome (p<0.001, area under the curve 0.89±0.03). Isolated WMAs (IWMAs) were present in 61 infants, and WMAs associated with other lesions in 30. Although TPWMAs and diffuse pattern often coexisted in infants with IWMAs (p<0.001), only TPWMAs were associated with adverse outcomes (OR 7.8; 95% CI 1.4 to 42.8), including severe hearing loss in 20% and hearing loss combined with other moderate/severe disabilities in 15%. Increased ADC values were associated with higher neuroimaging scores, WMAs based on visual assessment and IWMAs with TPWMAs. ADC values were not associated with outcome in infants with IWMAs. Findings suggestive of progression of WMAs on follow-up MRI included gliosis and malacia.

Conclusions Categorisation of neuroimaging severity correlates with outcome in cCMV. In infants with IWMAs, TPWMAs provide a guide to prognosis.
INTRODUCTION
Cranial ultrasonography (cUS) and MRI are complementary in neuroimaging for congenital cytomegalovirus (cCMV) and aid outcome prediction.1–11 Our neuroimaging scoring system was validated in a small cohort of symptomatic infants.9 While major lesions correlate with poor outcomes, less is known about white matter abnormalities (WMAs).1–8 cCMV-related WMAs can be associated with other central nervous system (CNS) lesions or an isolated finding.4,5 9 12–13 They can be multifocal or diffuse, and a specific pattern of temporal-pole WMAs (TPWMAs) is characteristic.4,5 9 12–14 The correlation between extent of isolated WMAs (IWMAs) or presence of TPWMAs and outcomes in cCMV has been scarcely studied.7 Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) may provide insight into the neuropathological substrate of WMAs, and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values could serve as quantitative adjunct to qualitative analysis.15 Lastly, postnatal evolution of WMAs remains poorly understood.12 16 17

This study aimed to: (1) examine the predictive ability of neuroimaging categorisation using cUS and MRI in a large cohort of infants with cCMV, both symptomatic and asymptomatic; (2) describe the MRI features of WMAs in infants with cCMV and determine if ADC values can aid in their quantitative characterisation; (3) evaluate the postnatal course of WMAs by comparing early MRI findings with those observed later in childhood; (4) examine the association between IWMAs and neurodevelopmental outcome.

METHODS
Patient population
This retrospective cohort study included infants with cCMV born before January 2022 from eight European university hospitals. Inclusion required cUS and MRI within 3 months of postnatal age (PNA) or corrected age (CA) for prematurity. Exclusion criteria were major non-cCMV-related malformations, genetic disorders or comorbidities that could affect neurodevelopment.

cCMV was considered symptomatic in case of: (1) thrombocytopenia; petechiae; hepatomegaly; splenomegaly; intrauterine growth restriction; hepatitis or CNS involvement, such as microcephaly; characteristic radiographic abnormalities (intracranial calcifications, moderate/severe ventriculomegaly (lateral ventricle width ≥10 mm on a coronal section at the atria level), brain atrophy, cortical malformation, callosal abnormalities; or cerebellar hypoplasia), abnormal indices or CMV DNA detection in cerebrospinal fluid, chorioretinitis or sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL; threshold >30 dB by auditory brainstem responses). Clinical treatment protocols varied during the study period. From 2003, symptomatic patients with CNS involvement were treated with ganciclovir/valganciclovir for 6 weeks, starting within the first month of birth.25 From 2015, all symptomatic patients received the same treatment plus 4.5 months of valganciclovir.26

Early neuroimaging
This included cUS and MRI conducted within 3 months of age. cUS was performed using 5 to 12 MHz probes. MRI at 1.5 or 3 Tesla included sagittal, axial and coronal T1-, T2- and DWI, ADC maps, gradient echo and susceptibility-weighted imaging.

Neuroimaging findings were graded using our scoring system.6 WMAs (figure 1) were defined as abnormally high signal intensity (SI) on T2-weighted MRI and ADC maps, and low SI on T1- and DWI, and categorised as multifocal (non-confluent frontal, parieto-occipital and/or temporal) or diffuse (confluent).12 TPWMAs were defined as swollen or cystic appearance of the anterior temporal lobes.6 12 13 IWMAs were diagnosed when they were the sole neuroimaging finding or associated with lenticulostriate vasculopathy (LSV); caudothalamic, frontal or temporal

Figure 1  Spectrum of isolated WMAs on MRI in infants with cCMV. Axial T2-weighted image (A) and DWI (B) of a 1-week-old term infant with homogeneous SI in the WM, considered normal. Axial MRI of a 2-day-old term infant showing abnormally high SI on T2-weighted MRI (C) and low SI on DWI (D) in periatrial white matter and that adjacent to the frontal horns. WMAs were considered multifocal in this case. Axial T2-weighted imaging (E, G) and apparent diffusion coefficient maps (F, H) of a 9-day-old term infant with cCMV and diffuse WMAs involving both deep and subcortical WM. Note the temporal-pole WMAs (G, H). Mild ventriculomegaly and a left frontal germinolytic pseudocyst (E, F) are also observed. cCMV, congenital cytomegalovirus; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; SI, signal intensity; WMAs, white matter abnormalities.
germinolytic pseudocysts; occipital horn septations or ventriculomegaly ≥7.5 mm,20 without other signs of brain atrophy. To determine their prevalence in otherwise asymptomatic infants, IWMAs were not included in the definition of symptomatic cCMV.

ADC values were measured from axial DWI (b=1000 s/mm²) using circular 0.2 cm² regions of interest (ROIs) placed bilaterally in three WM areas: frontal, parieto-occipital and temporal (online supplemental figure 1). To account for the influence of gestational age (GA) and PNA, postmenstrual age (PMA) or CA at acquisition was considered for both preterm and term infants, and only examinations performed within 30 days of CA were included.

In preterm infants, scans performed at or after term-equivalent age (TEA; ≥37 weeks’ PMA) were assessed where available for findings influenced by GA/PMA (WM SI, ADC values, cortical gyration).

Two masked experts per centre reviewed the images independently. Inter-rater intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) with 95% CIs were calculated for: total score, presence of WMAs, their extent and presence of TPWMAs. Disagreement was resolved by consensus.

Follow-up neuroimaging
Review of MRI from 6 months (or equivalent CA for preterm infants) focused on changes in WMAs (extent, appearance and SI on T1-, T2-, DWI and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences), volume loss and impaired myelination.27

Neurodevelopmental outcome
Neurodevelopmental data were recorded for children with follow-up ≥12 months (or equivalent CA for prematurity). Visits included clinical interview, screening of atypical neurodevelopmental, physical and neurological examination. Hearing evaluations consisted of auditory brainstem responses or audiometry. Standardised neurodevelopmental assessments were conducted for children with atypical neurodevelopmental. Suspected behavioural disorders were assessed using the Child Behaviour Checklist, defining a disorder as a score >97th percentile on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-oriented scales.

Adverse outcome was defined as death or moderate/severe disability. Moderate/severe disability was defined as: cerebral palsy28; Griffiths Mental Development Scales (GMDS) developmental quotient (DQ), Bayley Scales of Infant Development II (BSID-II) Mental Developmental Index (MDI) or Psychomotor Developmental Index (PDI), Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development third edition (Bayley-III) composite cognitive or motor score or overall IQ <−2 SD; epilepsy; severe SNHL (>70 dB threshold and/or requiring cochlear implants); visual impairment (visual acuity <20/40 or poor fixation behaviour caused by cortical, optic nerve and/or retinal abnormalities) or behavioural disorder.

Statistical analysis
Categorical variables were expressed as number (percentage), and continuous variables as mean±SD or median (range), depending on data distribution. Categorical variables were compared using the χ² test or Fisher’s exact test. Continuous variables were compared using the Student t-test or Mann-Whitney U test. Holm-Bonferroni correction was employed for multiple comparisons. Linear relationship between continuous variables was evaluated using the Pearson (r) or Spearman (r) correlation coefficient. Linear or binomial logistic regression analysis was performed to adjust for confounding factors. ORs and 95% CIs were calculated for risk estimates. Significant variables were assessed using receiver operating characteristic analysis, and the area under the curve (AUC), SE, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) with 95% CIs were calculated. Statistical significance was set at p<0.050. IBM SPSS Statistics V.29.0.0.0 software was used.

RESULTS
Demographics and clinical findings
Out of 165 patients (born between June 1999 and September 2021), 160 were included after excluding 5 with comorbidities. Ninety (56.3%) were girls and 70 (43.8%) were boys. Median GA was 38 weeks (range 28–41 weeks). At birth, 103 (64.4%) infants were symptomatic, 55 (34.4%) asymptomatic and 2 (1.3%) had unknown presentation. Table 1 presents neonatal and neurodevelopmental characteristics of study patients according to clinical presentation. Median age at latest assessment of the 129 surviving infants with follow-up was 4.0 years (range 1.0–15.3 years). It was 4.3 years (range 1.0–15.3 years) for symptomatic infants, and 3.7 years (range 1.0–9.4 years) for asymptomatic infants (p=0.378). One hundred nine (84.5%) infants were ≥24 months at follow-up, and 65 (50.4%) were ≥4 years.

Early neuroimaging
Out of 41 preterm infants, 30 had ≥1 MRI between TEA and 3 months of CA (median PMA 39 weeks; range 37–48 weeks). Eleven had only preterm MRI (median PMA 33 weeks; range 29–36 weeks). For term infants, median PNA at MRI was 11 days (range 0–90 days), and 94 (79.0%) scans were performed within 1 month of age. Neuroimaging characteristics based on cCMV presentation are summarised in online supplemental table 1.

Neuroimaging scoring
All 160 patients had suitable images for scoring. ICC for neuroimaging score was 0.93 (0.88–0.96). Figure 2 represents the association between scoring and outcome according to cCMV presentation. Scoring had a significant association with outcome in the overall population (p<0.001). The OR for scoring ≥2 and adverse outcome was 20.0 (7.14–56.0). AUC was 0.89±0.03, and predictive values: sensitivity 90.0% (78.2–96.7%); specificity 69.0% (58.1–78.5%); PPV 62.5% (50.3–73.6%) and NPV 92.3% (83.0–97.5%).

White matter abnormalities
In 156 (97.5%) cases, WMAs could be assessed on T1- and T2-weighted MRI; 145 (92.9%) had DWI available. ICC was 0.89 (0.88–0.91) for MDI/PI, 0.92 (0.89–0.95) for RDCS, 0.93 (0.90–0.96) for MDI/PDI, 0.91 (0.88–0.94) for GMDS and 0.92 (0.89–0.95) for MDI/PSI. White matter abnormalities were calculated for risk estimates. Significant variables were assessed using receiver operating characteristic analysis, and the area under the curve (AUC), SE, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) with 95% CIs were calculated. Statistical significance was set at p<0.050. IBM SPSS Statistics V.29.0.0.0 software was used.

Isolated WMAs
Figure 3 summarises characteristics of infants with IWMAs. TPWMAs frequently coexisted with diffuse WMAs (p<0.001). However, only TPWMAs, and not extent of WMAs, were associated with moderate/severe disability (OR 7.8; 1.4–42.8), specifically severe SNHL or SNHL combined with other moderate/severe disabilities (OR 16.2; 1.8–144.9). TPWMAs had a sensitivity of 77.8% (40.0–97.2%); specificity of 69.1%
(52.9–82.4%); PPV of 35.0% (15.4–59.2%) and NPV of 93.5% (78.6–99.2%) for moderate/severe disability (AUC 0.73±0.09). AUC of TPWMAs and diffuse pattern combined was 0.67±0.11.

Outcome of IWMAs was no different according to antiviral treatment, although persisting in multiple areas and lobes bilaterally but asymmetrically (figure 4). Frontal and parieto-occipital lesions showed increased SI on FLAIR imaging, suggesting gliosis. In contrast, TPWMAs showed low SI on FLAIR imaging, in keeping with malacia. Two cases presented multicystic appearance of the temporal WM. Some apparently spared fibre tracts were seen within WMAs. Atrophy and delayed myelination were present in all 10 cases.

**DISCUSSION**

This study adds to previous validation of our neuroimaging scoring system, which combines CS and MRI to include the entire spectrum of cCMV-related brain abnormalities. Our categories align with fetal brain MRI classification, allowing follow-up from fetal to postnatal life.

IWMAs were common in both symptomatic and asymptomatic cases, consistent with previous studies. TPWMAs and diffuse pattern often coexisted, with TPWMAs showing the highest ICC. TPWMAs were associated with severe/combined SNHL in 33% of cases and isolated non-severe SNHL in 20%. Cannie et al found that MRI grades 3–4 were linked with SNHL in 34% of cases and neurological impairment in 12%. Similar to our findings, absence of TPWMAs had high NPV for adverse

### Table 1 Characteristics of 158 children born with symptomatic or asymptomatic cCMV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Presentation at birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Symptomatic (N=103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neonatal characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td>39 (37.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>64 (62.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA, weeks, median (range)</td>
<td>38 (28–41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prematurity (≤37 weeks), n (%)</td>
<td>25 (24.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrauterine growth restriction (weight &lt;-2 SD), n (%)</td>
<td>25 (24.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiviral treatment, n/total (%)</td>
<td>70/96 (72.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Outcome data**

| Moderate or severe disability, n/total (%) | 38/83 (45.8) | 3/45 (6.7) | <0.001† |
| Cerebral palsy, n/total (%) | 23/83 (27.7) | 0 | <0.001† |
| Moderate or severe cognitive deficit, n/total (%) | 17/83 (20.5) | 1/45 (2.2) | 0.005 |
| Behaviour disorder, n/total (%) | 6/83 (7.2) | 2/45 (4.4) | 0.712 |
| Epilepsy requiring antiseizure medication, n/total (%) | 14/83 (16.9) | 0 | 0.02† |
| Severe or non-isolated SNHL, n/total (%) | 30/83 (36.1) | 1/45 (2.2) | <0.001† |
| Severe SNHL, n/total (%) | 23/83 (27.7) | 1/45 (2.2) | <0.001† |
| SNHL in association with other moderate or severe disabilities, n/total (%) | 20/83 (24.1) | 0 | <0.001† |
| Visual impairment, n/total (%) | 6/83 (7.2) | 0 | 0.090 |
| More than one moderate or severe disability, n/total (%) | 25/83 (30.1) | 1/45 (2.2) | <0.001† |
| Death, n (%) | 8 (7.8) | 0 | 0.051 |
| Combined adverse outcome, n/total (%) | 46/91 (50.5) | 3/45 (6.7) | <0.001† |
| Mild disability, n/total (%) | 9/83 (10.8) | 3/45 (6.7) | 0.539 |
| Non-severe SNHL without other moderate or severe disabilities, n/total (%) | 9/83 (10.8) | 1/45 (2.2) | 0.098 |
| Mild cognitive deficit*, n/total (%) | 1/83 (1.2) | 2/45 (4.4) | 0.282 |
| Any disability, n/total (%) | 47/83 (56.6) | 6/45 (13.3) | <0.001† |
| Lost to follow-up before 12 months (or equivalent CA for prematurity), n/total of surviving patients (%) | 12/95 (12.6) | 10/55 (18.2) | 0.354 |

**N** of the total number of patients for whom the variable was available.

†N of the total number of surviving patients for whom the variable was available.

*Statistically significant with the use of Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

**GMDS DQ, BSD-II MDI, Bayley-III composite cognitive score or global IQ <−2 SD.

†Behavioural problems in children born with symptomatic cCMV included attention deficit/hyperactivity (n=3) and pervasive developmental problems (n=1); one child had a combination of oppositional defiant problems, affective problems and anxiety. Behavioural problems seen in children born asymptomatic included pervasive developmental problems (in addition to cognitive impairment) in one case and affective problems in another.

§GMDS DQ, BSD-II MDI, Bayley-III composite cognitive score or global IQ between −1 and −2 SD.

BSD-II, Bayley Scales of Infant Development II; CA, corrected age; cCMV, congenital cytomegalovirus; DQ, developmental quotient; GA, gestational age; GMDS, Griffiths Mental Development Scales; MDI, Mental Developmental Index; N/A, not applicable; SNHL, sensorineural hearing loss.
outcome. The exact reasons for temporal lobe tropism in cCMV are not well understood. However, any part of the auditory neural pathway can be affected, and the virus can spread between the inner ear and the brain.29 TPWMAs-associated SNHL could arise from either viral replication/inflammation in the inner ear or involvement of the auditory cortex.7 29

Antiviral treatment is recommended for symptomatic cCMV.18 25 26 No studies have allocated treatment based on neuroimaging severity. Significant CNS lesions fall within treatment criteria. Antivirals would not be invariably recommended for asymptomatic cases with normal/mild neuroimaging (ie, LSV, caudothalamic germinolysis, mild ventriculomegaly). Limited knowledge exists about treatment for IWMAs, although these may represent ongoing disease, potentially susceptible to antivirals. Treatment rates varied but were generally high in our cases with IWMAs. Our observational study could not ascertain treatment effectiveness in this population. New controlled trials or analysis of neuroimaging data from trials of antiviral treatment for infants with mildly symptomatic cCMV or isolated SNHL could shed further light on this question.30

van der Voorn et al15 found comparably increased ADC values in WMAs of five children with cCMV and six with periventricular leukomalacia, suggesting shared neuropathological features of axonal loss, premyelinating oligodendrocyte disruption and astrogliosis. Our study is the first to examine WM ADC measurements in a large cohort of infants with cCMV. Recent studies in fetuses showed mixed results. Kotovich et al31 found reduced ADC values in various brain areas of 90 fetuses with CMV infection and unremarkable MRI. In line with our study, Aertsen et al32 described increased ADC values in 45 MRI examinations.

Figure 2  Outcome according to neuroimaging score in 136 infants with symptomatic or asymptomatic cCMV. Patients for whom neuroimaging scoring did not accurately predict outcome were as follows. Two symptomatic patients with a score of 0–1 developed late-onset unilateral severe SNHL despite having received antiviral treatment. One symptomatic patient with a score of 3 based on signs of atrophy, paraventricular germinolytic pseudocysts, occipital horn septations and WMAs received antiviral treatment and had a normal outcome at 13 months. An infant born 28 weeks preterm, otherwise asymptomatic, had mild ventriculomegaly as the only finding and a neuroimaging score of 1. He did not receive antiviral treatment. Outcome was adverse, consisting of cognitive deficit and pervasive developmental problems. An asymptomatic patient with multifocal WMAs without TPWMAs who did not receive antiviral treatment showed adverse effects within the clinical range at 6 years of age. Last, a patient with missing information regarding symptoms and treatment at birth (not represented in the figure) was categorised as 1 based on caudothalamic germinolysis. Her outcome was unfavourable, consisting of epilepsy. cCMV, congenital cytomegalovirus; SNHL, sensorineural hearing loss; TPWMAs, temporal-pole WMAs; WMAs, white matter abnormalities.

Figure 3  Flowchart showing patterns of WMAs, treatment outcomes of 61 infants with congenital cytomegalovirus and IWMAs (51 with available follow-up data). *N of the total number of patients for whom the variable was available. †GMDS DQ, BSID-II MDI, Bayley-III composite cognitive score or global IQ between −1 and −2 SD. IWMAs, isolated WMAs; SNHL, sensorineural hearing loss; TPWMAs, temporal-pole WMAs; WMAs, white matter abnormalities.
of fetuses with first-trimester CMV infection. Differences in timing of imaging during pregnancy may partly explain these disparities.

We found that higher neuroimaging scores and WMAs identified through visual assessment were linked to increased ADC measurements in most regions. TPWMAs were associated with higher values in the parieto-occipital and right temporal regions. Like Kotovich et al., we did not find an association between ADC measurements alone and outcome, implying that while ADC values support neuroimaging severity categorisation and qualitative assessment of WMAs, they are not an independent prognostic indicator.

Diffuse excessive high SI in the WM appears at TEA in many very preterm infants. In our preterm cases, examinations performed at TEA or beyond were evaluated where available. Rates of WMAs were comparable among infants scanned pre-TEA, at TEA or later, and term infants. However, a potential role of prematurity in WMAs cannot be completely dismissed. An expected inverse correlation between ADC values and PMA/CA was observed, and regression analysis was performed to control for this.

Follow-up MRI is infrequently performed in infants with cCMV and was available in only 14 children. All except 3 cases scanned at 6 months had their late examination past 18 months, allowing assessment of established WMAs. In a study of 16 children with cCMV who underwent follow-up MRI after baseline MRI at ≤4 months, WMAs also became patchier over time, accompanied by reduced WM volume. Evolving appearances of WMAs could be partly due to continued brain developmental changes, namely myelination progression. However, late findings in our study included gliosis and malacia. Our results support that brain lesions in infants with cCMV consist of a combination of static and progressive features. Ours and other studies on evolution of brain MRI features in cCMV are retrospective and biased towards more severe cases, where repeat or late MRI is prompted by neurosensory sequelae.

In conclusion, combining cUS and brain MRI can help predict outcomes in infants with cCMV. DWI is a valuable complement to conventional MRI for assessing WMAs. In infants with IWMAs, TPWMAs point to a higher risk of moderate/severe

Figure 4 MRI appearances of an infant girl born at 37 weeks with cCMV, illustrating the postnatal course of WMAs on MRI. (A, B) Axial T2-weighted images of brain MRI performed at 1 week of PNA, showing increased SI of the entire WM and polar temporal lobe abnormalities. There is a simplified gyral pattern. (C–H) Images of follow-up MRI performed at 19 months of age. (C, D) Axial T2-weighted images showing extensive WMAs and volume loss. Coronal T2-weighted (E, F) and FLAIR imaging (G, H) show appearances of established frontal and temporal WM lesions. Frontal lesions show increased SI on both T2-weighted and FLAIR imaging, while TPWMAs show increased SI on T2-weighted imaging and low SI on FLAIR imaging. This suggests a different pathological substrate between both regions (frontal gliosis and temporal malacia). There are multiple small cysts in the WM of the most rostral part of the temporal lobes (E, G). As regards frontal WM injury, there is apparent sparing of some fibre tracts, including commissural fibers and parts of the corona radiata and the anterior limb of the internal capsule (E, H). cCMV, congenital cytomegalovirus; FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; PNA, postnatal age; SI, signal intensity; TPWMAs, temporal-pole WMAs; WM, white matter; WMAs, white matter abnormalities.
disabilities, which are present in approximately one-third of cases. As prenatal and neonatal cCMV screening become more widespread, it is essential to determine how brain MRI can guide treatment and follow-up decisions for affected infants.
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